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Welcome
to Summer School 2017

Now in its 17th year, the Otago Summer School is a well-established part of the 
University’s year, engaging not only our own students but also students from 
elsewhere in New Zealand and overseas. With its six-week intensive format, small 
classes, and a relaxed yet lively environment, the Otago Summer School provides a 
unique opportunity for high-quality, research-informed teaching and learning.

Like you, most of the people who attend the Otago Summer School are experienced 
students, seeking to fast-track their degree completion, to catch up on missed credits, 
to manage a double-programme workload, or to augment their studies with courses 
additional to their qualification requirements. In addition, some of you may be engaged 
in the Summer School because of a particular special topic that is available only in the 
summer period or that is taught by an international specialist. The papers available in 
2017 – in commerce, health sciences, humanities and sciences – offer an exciting range 
for student choice. The School also offers a recurring cohort of short non-credit courses 
as pathways into health sciences study or for niche community interest.

Overwhelmingly, Summer School students report that although the School’s 
intensive schedule is very demanding, it is also very rewarding, both in terms of their 
personal learning experience and the credits gained. Surveys of the academic staff 
and visiting scholars who teach in our Summer School indicate that they also enjoy 
the fast-paced schedule, smaller classes, and highly motivated students.

I warmly invite you to experience this for yourself by enrolling in the Otago Summer 
School 2017.

Nau mai, haere mai!

Professor Harlene Hayne
VICE-CHANCELLOR 
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Summer School is like no other time at Otago. Dunedin summer weather is at its 
best, the campus is quiet and it’s the perfect opportunity to focus on one subject. 
Students tell us they love the smaller classes and the engagement with learning, 
lecturers, and other students.

Summer School offers you a wide range of papers and allows you to complete your 
degree early, make good use of time, or pursue a special interest. All papers are 
taught to the high standard expected of an Otago degree. Several papers are only 
available in Summer School, and some are taught by international experts. Summer 
School Law papers are offered in Wellington and Auckland for people whose home 
or work is there, and again these offer the benefits of international expertise, focused 
study and smaller class size. If you are a distance student, class size will also impact 
on your interactions within the class and with the lecturer, and you can expect great 
support from the Student Learning Centre and the Library.

We provide a welcome event at noon on the first Wednesday on the Union lawn– 
come along and see what’s going on. And all through Summer School we use 
Wednesday lunchtime to bring people together and have fun, both students and staff. 
Throughout the summer semester the full range of student services are available, 
including coffee and cake in the Link, recreation services such as fitness and gym 
classes at Unipol in the Plaza, plus Student Health, Māori Centre, Pacific Islands 
Centre, etc. It’s all going on, but without the queues.

It’s important to remember that one Summer School paper is equivalent to full-time 
study, so you need to carefully consider your workload if you intend working part-
time over the summer, or are considering taking two papers. Advisers are available if 
you are in doubt.

Summer School classes begin on Day One, so make sure you enrol early and are 
ready to start on Monday 9 January.

If you have any questions or need any further information, please contact the 
University Information Centre by email university@otago.ac.nz or by phone  
0800 80 80 98.

I look forward to welcoming you to Summer School 2017.

Dr Elaine Webster
DIRECTOR, SUMMER SCHOOL AND CONTINUING EDUCATION

From  
the Director
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From  
the OUSA President

Welcome to Summer School!

I’m Laura, the President of the Otago University Students’ Association (OUSA).

Otago is known for its vibrant campus culture and its great students’ association. 
Summer School hosts an array of brilliant summer time social initiatives, and we cap 
that off with the best Orientation in New Zealand.

Our goal here at OUSA is to help you have the ultimate student experience. OUSA 
cultivates a diverse and interactive campus community, engaging with over 120 
clubs and societies where students can make friends, learn skills and explore their 
interests. Our Clubs and Societies Centre has brilliant facilities like a sauna and 
activities hall, and also provides recurring services such as $3 lunches and Kitten 
Cuddle Fix on Wednesdays. 

OUSA is also here for you when times are tough. The Student Support Centre is 
home to a wealth of information and services to help you during your time at Otago 
– whether it’s an issue relating to your study, flat, welfare or health, our awesome 
team are here for you. We even have a Queer Support Co-ordinator and, if times get 
tough, come to our food bank – no questions asked. 

We advocate for the student voice at a university, local and national level, so do get in 
touch if you have any concerns or ideas. 

Want to check out more of what we do? Like our Facebook page or check out our 
website ousa.org.nz

Take care, 

Laura
PRESIDENT, OTAGO UNIVERSITY STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION (OUSA)
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2017 Summer School runs for six 
weeks from Monday 9 January to 
Friday 17 February, with exams 
from 18 to 23 February.
Summer School provides an intensive 
and more intimate learning experience, 
supported by the full resources of New 
Zealand’s oldest and leading university.

All Summer School papers have full 
academic credit and most are of the same 
point value as semester papers. One 
18-point paper counts as full-time study 
for StudyLink purposes and papers are 
taught across six weeks instead of the usual 
thirteen weeks of a semester.

A wide variety of papers are offered. Many 
are unique to Summer School, while others 
are core components of degree programmes. 

Why take a Summer 
School paper?
Students take Summer School papers for 
many reasons:

• to complete their degrees
• to speed up their degrees
• to make good use of time
• to manage workload
• for interest
• to study elsewhere via distance learning

Is it difficult? 
Yes, university study is challenging, but 
many really like the intense focus of 
Summer School. You’ll immerse yourself in 
the subject and find that smaller classes and 
a quieter campus help you focus on learning. 

Workload
For most Summer School papers one point 
implies 10 hours of work. Taking one 
18-point paper involves 180 hours of work 
(or 30 hours a week for six weeks, including 
classes and private study time). If your 
academic record is average or lower, you 
should be very cautious about enrolling for 
two papers in Summer School. If you are in 
doubt, seek advice. Some students find that 
they overcommit themselves by taking  
two papers. 

Interest Only 
This type of enrolment enables people to 
attend certain classes for their own general 
interest without undertaking any form 
of assessment or receiving any result or 
credit. Interest Only students don’t submit 
any assignments, or sit any tests or final 
examinations. 

Interest Only students normally attend 
lectures only. See individual papers to see 
if a particular Summer School paper is 
available for Interest Only enrolment. 

Interest Only enrolment is not normally 
available to students taking credit courses 
in the same enrolment period (i.e. Interest 
Only students must be taking only Interest 
Only papers. Students taking papers for 
credit may not take additional papers for 
Interest Only or change their enrolment for 
any papers from being for credit to Interest 
Only part-way through a teaching period.) 

Interest Only enrolment is not available to 
International students.

Please note that:

• the maximum load permitted by the 
University in the Summer School is  
36 points 

• students on Conditional Enrolment may 
be permitted to take only one paper at 
Summer School 

• in most cases, taking one 18-point paper 
(0.15 EFTS) in Summer School is regarded 
by StudyLink as a full-time load for 
student loans and allowances purposes 

• not all papers are worth 18 points – see 
note on the individual paper

• if you are not enrolled for subsequent 
study in 2017, StudyLink payments will 
cover the Summer School tuition period 
only – StudyLink payments do not cover 
the Summer School examination period 

• Summer School students may also 
be approved to take papers for Final 
Examination Only. Any such additional 
papers are not taken into account in 
any consideration of a student’s status 
as a full-time or part-time student or 
eligibility for Government student loans 
or allowances. 

What is  
Summer School?

Pre-Christmas  
Summer School
This intensive five-week programme 
is another opportunity to complete 
a paper. Most years it offers three 
or four papers at a variety of levels 
and may include a distance-taught 
paper.
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2016
5 September Course enrolment (including paper selection) opens for 2017
31 October Due date for applications from new international students
12 December Due date for applications from new and recommencing domestic  
 students, and all returning students applying for a new   
 programme, subject to the Entry Pathway System
16 December Due date for submitting Summer School paper selection for   
 course approval
21 December Due date for completing Summer School course  
 enrolment declaration 

2017 
9 January Summer School begins
 First day of classes
11 January Opening day welcome on Union Lawn
13 January  Last day for payment of Summer School fees
16 January Last day to add or delete papers with refund of fees  
 (5pm deadline)
Mid to late January Examination timetable released
6 February Waitangi Day public holiday
7 February Last day to withdraw from papers (5pm deadline)
17 February  Last day of classes 
18 February  Examinations begin 
23 February  Examinations end
Early March Results available through eVision

NB: It is important that deadlines and due dates are met as late fees may apply for some 
processes. However, late applications will be considered.

Opening day
9 January is a busy day for Summer School 
students. Many papers have the first class 
on the first day, so you need to be ready  
for this.

On-campus course confirmation begins 
for both international students and any 
students who need course advice, and you 
may also take time that day to get your ID 
card. Libraries and food outlets are open, 
although for shorter periods during the 
first two weeks of Summer School.

Welcome
A welcome event is held at noon on 
Wednesday 11 January on the Dunedin 
campus. Join OUSA and Summer School 
on the Union Lawn for entertainment, free 
food, and competitions. 

Timetable 
If you intend to take two papers in Summer 
School, please check carefully that there 
are no lecture timetable clashes for your 
chosen pair of papers. For some papers, 
more tutorial streams may be added if 
enrolments justify that, so some clashes 
will be resolved. Please note however that 
this will apply only to tutorial clashes and 
not to clashes in lecture times.

Important  
dates

Pre-Christmas Summer School 2017
8 November   Last day to enrol/add a paper (5pm deadline)
13 November   First day of classes
17 November  Last day to withdraw from a paper with full refund of fees (5pm)
1 December   Last day to withdraw from a paper without a refund of fees (5pm)
15 December   Last day of classes
16 December   Examination Day
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University College (UniCol), 
located in the heart of campus, is 
the University of Otago’s 
summer residential college and 
is available for accommodation 
during Summer School 2017.

UniCol offers individual, warm, fully-
furnished bedrooms. Internet access 
is available throughout the complex in 
the study rooms and common areas. A 
few bedrooms are unable to receive a 
signal. Each floor in the College has 
access to bathroom and laundry facilities 
and a dedicated common space with a 
kitchenette. The College has an excellent 
dining room, extensive common room 
space, quiet study rooms, a library, outdoor 
garden areas and a gymnasium. There 
are computers and printers available for 
student use.  The buildings have a high level 
of safety and security. 

All meals are provided in the College’s 
dining room. The food is prepared on-site 
by an experienced team of professional 
catering personnel. Menus are designed for 
healthy nutrition and the selection is varied 
and diverse. Most special dietary needs are 
catered for.

During the Summer Semester the College 
offers a residential college experience 
with activities, events and excursions.  
The Master and other live-in staff are in 

residence during the summer term and 
the College employs summer residential 
assistants, senior students who live in the 
complex and provide student support and 
pastoral. All staff members assist with the 
provision of student support and pastoral 
care. Staff are available at any time for 
student assistance.  

UniCol will open for summer 
accommodation on Saturday 7 January and 
continue through until Friday 17 February 
2017.  If residents need to stay beyond the 
17th to complete exams, accommodation 
at the College will be provided. The College 
has a daily summer school rate of $52 for 
the summer term.  This price includes 
accommodation, all meals, student support 
and some activities and events.  

Bookings for summer accommodation can 
be made through the University College 
website at www.otago.ac.nz/unicol.  The 
booking portal will open in early August. 
UniCol has an ample number of rooms 
available for summer residence. Please feel 
free to contact the College for additional 
information.  

Students coming to Dunedin just for 
the Summer School period are strongly 
discouraged from entering into short-
term leases of flats or relying on tourist 
accommodation which is in hot demand at 
this time of the year.

Accommodation
The view from University College

6
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Wednesday 11 January 2017
Summer School Welcome – 12-1pm,  
Union Lawn.

OUSA Summer School lunches – 
every Wednesday 12-1pm, Union 
Lawn or Main Common Room
Each Wednesday a variety of events are put 
on for Dunedin-based students and staff. 
It’s an opportunity to come together and 
enjoy the summer! 2016 featured a Chinese 
cultural performance, free BBQs, a speed 
quiz, and lawn games. 

For details see:
ousa.org.nz
facebook.com/OtagoUniversity 
StudentsAssociation

S3 Summer School Sessions 
Food for the mind. Enjoy challenging 
discussion with academics on a variety  
of topics.

For details see:
ousa.org.nz
otago.ac.nz/summerschool
facebook.com/OtagoSummerSchool

Clubs and Societies 
During Summer School Clubs and Societies 
offers a range of recreation short courses.

ousa.org.nz/main/recreation 

Summer School art project
Look out for our annual interactive  
art project.

Student services
All of the usual Student Services are 
available over the Summer School period. 

otago.ac.nz/studentservices

What’s on during Summer School?

How to enrol
The enrolment process, 
including eligibility requirements 
and fees information, can be 
found online at 
otago.ac.nz/enrolment

7
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More 
information
For more information about 2017 Summer School 
University Information Centre
Ph 0800 80 80 98 or 03 479 7000
university@otago.ac.nz
or 
UIC Desk
Beside Central Library 
Information Services Building
Dunedin Campus
or
facebook.com/OtagoSummerSchool
or
Summer School Office
University of Otago, P O Box 56
Dunedin 9054
Tel 64 3 479 9181
Email summer.school@otago.ac.nz
otago.ac.nz/summerschool
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Commerce
BSNS 103 Marketing and Consumption
BSNS 105 Management and Organisations
COMP 111 Information and Communications Technology
ECON 112 Principles of Economics 2
FINC 204 Personal Finance
MANT 358 Special Topic: He Kākano: Indigenous Innovation &  
 Entrepreneurship
MANT 359 Special Topic: Translating Personal Values into Action
TOUR 101 Introduction to Tourism (Distance)
TOUR 102 Global Tourism (Distance)
TOUR 214 Introduction to Wine Business

Health Sciences 
BIOA 201 Bio-cultural Human Skeletal Biology 
FORB 201 Forensic Biology

Humanities
ANTH 326  Special Topic: Anthropology of Sex and Culture
CLAS 240 The Classical World in the Movies
ENGL 127 Effective Writing
ENGL 251 Special Topic:  Word and Image: The Graphic Novel
ENGL 351  Special Topic: Twenty-first Century Fiction
FREN 105 Intensive French for Beginners
GEOG 288 Rivers and Runoffs
GEOG 394 Rivers and Runoffs
HIST 230  Special Topic: Moving Stories: Migration in   
 Twentieth Century New Zealand 
HIST 333  Special Topic: Moving Stories: Migration in   
 Twentieth Century New Zealand 
JAPA 131 Introductory Japanese 1
LAWS 452 Legal Theory AUCKLAND
LAWS 471 Special Topic 2: International Trade Regulations  
 WELLINGTON
LAWS 474 Special Topic 5: Tax Treaties AUCKLAND
LAWS 476 Special Topic 7: Understanding Judges WELLINGTON 
LAWS 485 Special Topic 14: Charity Law DUNEDIN
LAWS 487  Special Topic 16: Criminal Procedure DUNEDIN
LING 103 Language Myths
MAOR 110  Introduction to Conversational Māori
MFCO 242 Special Topic: Studying Selfies: Celebrity,   
 Surveillance and Cyberspace
MUSI 260  Special Topic: Pop Vocal Performance and Recording
PACI 103 Pacific Languages: Samoan
PHIL 234 Contemporary Metaethics

POLS 301 Power and Liberty
POLS 317 News Media and International Crises
RELS 207 The Religion of Islam 
RELS 207 The Religion of Islam (Distance)
RELS 214 New Religious Movements 
RELS 214 New Religious Movements (Distance)
RELS 306 New Religious Movements
RELS 306 New Religious Movements (Distance)
RELS 324 The Religion of Islam
RELS 324 The Religion of Islam (Distance)
SPAN 131 Introductory Spanish 1
THEA 151 Improvisation

Sciences
CHEM 150 Concepts in Chemistry
CHEM 191 The Chemical Basis of Biology and Human Health
COMP 160 General Programming
COSC 326 Effective Programming
COSC 360 Computer Game Design
GEOL 252 Field Studies and New Zealand Geology
HUNT 233 Nutrition and Health: Concepts and Controversies
MATH 101 Supplementary Algebra 1
MATH 102 Supplementary Calculus 1
MATH 151 General Mathematics
MATH 160 Mathematics 1
PHSI 191 Biological Physics 
SCOM 209 Communicating Science: An Introduction
STAT 110 Statistical Methods

Papers taught by Distance
CHEM 150 Concepts in Chemistry
RELS 207 The Religion of Islam
RELS 324 The Religion of Islam
RELS 214 New Religious Movements
RELS 306 New Religious Movements
TOUR 101 Introduction to Tourism
TOUR 102 Global Tourism

Papers taught on other campuses
LAWS 452 Legal Theory AUCKLAND
LAWS 471 Special Topic 2: International Trade Regulation  
 WELLINGTON
LAWS 474 Special Topic 5: Tax Treaties AUCKLAND
LAWS 476 Special Topic 7: Understanding Judges   
 WELLINGTON

Papers by Division
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ANTH 326 Special Topic: Sex and Culture
Lectures Tue, Thu: 1100-1250
Tutorials Thu: 1400-1450, or Thu 1500-1550

BIOA 201 Biocultural Human Skeletal Biology
Lectures Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri: 1000-1050
Practicals Wed: 1400-1550
 Fri:  1400-1550

BSNS 103 Marketing and Consumption
Lectures Tue, Wed: 1300-1450

BSNS 105 Management and Organisations
Lectures Tue, Thu: 0900-1050
Workshop Fri: 1000-1150

CHEM 150 Concepts in Chemistry (Distance)
Lectures Mon: 0900-0950 and 1300-1350 (week seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri: 0900-0950 and 1300-1350  
 (weeks six and seven)
Practicals Mon: 1000-1050 and 1400-1550 (week seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri: 1000-1050 and 1400-1550  
 (weeks six and seven)

CHEM 191 The Chemical Basis of Biology and Human Health
Lectures Mon: 1000-1150 ( weeks two to five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1000-1150
 Fri: 1000-1150 (week seven)
Terms Test Fri: 1000-1150 (week four)
Tutorials Mon: 1400-1450 or 1500-1550 (weeks three to  
 five and seven) 
 Tues: 1400-1450 or 1550-1550 (weeks six-seven)
 Wed: 1400-1450 or 1500-1550 (weeks three to  
 five and seven)

CLAS 240 The Classical World in the Movies
Lectures Mon: 1400-1450 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Tue, Thu: 1400-1450
 Wed: 1400-1450 (week six)
Tutorials Wed: 1100-1150
Film Fri: 1400-1750

COMP 111 Information and Communications Technology
Lectures Tue, Thu: 1300-1450
Computer labs Tue, Thu: 1100-1150

COMP 160 General Programming
Lectures Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, 1100-1150

Computer Labs Mon: 0900-1050 (weeks three to five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri: 0900-1050
Terms Test Mon: 0900-1150 (week 5)

COSC 326 Effective Programming
Computer Labs Mon: 0900-1050 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri: 0900-1050
Seminars Tue, Fri: 1100-1150

COSC 360 Computer Game Design
Lectures Mon: 1300-1350 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1300-1350
Computer Labs Mon: 1500-1650 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1500-1650
Tutorials Tue, Thu: 1400-1450

ECON 112 Principles of Economics 2
Lectures Mon: 1400-1550 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Wed, Thu: 1400-1550
 Fri: 1000-1150 (week seven)
Tutorials Tue, Thu: 1600-1650 or Tue, Thu: 1700-1750
Terms Test Thu: 1900-1950 (week four and six)

ENGL 127 Effective Writing
Lectures Mon: 0900-0950 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Wed, Thu: 0900-0950
 Fri: 0900-0950
Tutorials Mon: 1000-1050 (weeks three to five and seven)
 Wed, Fri: 1000-1050 or
 Mon: 1200-1250 (weeks three to five and seven)
 Wed: 1300-1350 and Fri: 1200-1250

ENGL 251 Special Topic: Word and Image: The Graphic Novel
Lectures Mon: 1100-1150 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Wed: 1100-1150
 Fri: 1400-1450 (weeks two to five and seven)
Seminars Tue, Thu: 1400-1550

ENGL 351 Special Topic: Twenty-first Century Fiction
Lectures Mon: 1100-1150 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Wed: 1100-1150
Tutorials Tue, Thu: 1000-1150

FINC 204 Personal Finance
Lectures Tue: 1400-1550
 Thu: 1000-1150

Timetable 
information
Please note: Waitangi Day public holiday is observed on Monday 6 February 2017. Classes are not 
normally held on public holidays but the library will be open.

Summer School starts in week two of the University year.

These dates and times are accurate at the time of printing but are subject to change. For current 
timetable information please visit the University website.
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FORB 201 Forensic Biology
Lectures                Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri: 1300-1350
Tutorials               Wed: 0900-0950 (weeks three to seven) or
                                 Wed: 1000-1050 (weeks three to seven) or
                                 Wed: 1100-1150 (weeks three to seven)

FREN 105 Intensive French for Beginners
Lectures Mon: 1000-1150 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri: 1000-1150

GEOG 288/394 Rivers and Runoff
Lectures Mon: 1000-1050 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Tue, Wed: 1000-1050
Practicals Mon: 1400-1650 (weeks two to five and seven)

GEOL 252 Field Studies and New Zealand Geology
Pre-field trip meeting  
 Wed 25 Jan: 0900-1150
Field Trips Thu 26 Jan to Tue 31 Jan, and Wed 15 Feb to  
 Mon 20 Feb
Practicals Tue 7 Jan to Mon 13 Feb 

HIST 230/333 Special Topic: Moving Stories: Migration in 
Twentieth Century New Zealand
Lectures Mon: 1400-1550 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Thu: 1100-1250
Tutorials 
HIST 230 Tue: 1300-1350 (weeks three to seven) or
 Thu: 1500-1550 (weeks three to seven)
HIST 333 Tue: 1400-1450 (weeks three to seven)

HUNT 233 Nutrition and Health: Concepts and Controversies 
Lectures Mon: 1000-1150 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1000-1150
 Fri: 1000-1150 (week two and weeks four to seven)
Computer Lab Fri: 1000-1150 (week three)

JAPA 131 Introductory Japanese 1
Lectures Mon: 1000-1150 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri: 1000-1150

LAWS 452 Legal Theory (Taught in Auckland)
Lectures  Mon, Wed: 1400-2000 (weeks two to seven)

LAWS 471 Special Topic 2: International Trade Regulation
Lectures Tue: 1800-1950 (weeks two to five)
 Thu: 1800-1950 (weeks two to four)

LAWS 474 Special Topic 5: Tax Treaties
Lectures Sat: 1400-1650 (weeks two to four and six)
 Sun: 0900-1150 (weeks two to four and six)

LAWS 476 Special Topic 7: Understanding Judges
Lectures Sat: 1000-1550 (weeks three to five)
 Sun: 1000-1550 (weeks three to five)

LAWS 485 Special Topic 14: Charity Law
Lectures Mon: 0900-1150 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Tue, Thu: 0900-1150 

LAWS 487 Special Topic: Criminal Procedure
Lectures  Sat: 0900-1350 (weeks two to four and six)
 Sun: 0900-1150 (weeks two to four and six)

LING 103 Language and Myths
Lectures Mon: 1400-1550 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Tue: 1400-1550
Tutorials Thu: 1400-1550 

MANT 358 Special Topic: He Kākano – Indigenous Innovation 
and Entrepreneurship
Lectures Tue, Thu: 1100-1250
Tutorials Thu: 1400-1550 

MANT 359 Special Topic: Translating Personal Values into 
Action
Lectures Tue: 1000-1150
 Wed: 1400-1550
Tutorials Wed: 1000-1050 

MAOR 110 Introduction to Conversational Māori
Lectures Mon: 1000-1150 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Wed: 1000-1150
Tutorials Tue, Thu: 1000-1050 or
 Tue, Thu: 1300-1350 

MATH 101 Supplementary Algebra 1
Lectures Mon: 1000-1050 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1000-1050

MATH 102 Supplementary Calculus 1
Lectures Mon: 1400-1450 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1400-1450

MATH 151 General Mathematics
Lectures Mon: 1000-1150 (weeks three to five and seven)
 Tue: 1000-1150 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Wed, Thu: 1000-1150
Tutorials Wed, Thu: 1300-1450

MATH 160 Mathematics 1
Lectures Mon: 1000-1050 and 1400-1450 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1000-1050 and 1400-1450
Tutorials Mon: 1100-1150 and 1500-1550 (weeks two to five  
 and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1100-1150 and 1500-1550

MFCO 242 Special Topic: Studying Selfies – Celebrity, 
Surveillance and Cyberspace
Lectures Tue: 1000-1200
Seminars Thu: 1000-1200
Workshop Thu: 1300-1550

MUSI 260 Special Topic: Pop Vocal Performance and recording
Lectures/ Tues, Thu: 1300-1550
Workshops

PACI 103 Pacific Languages: Samoan
Lectures               Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri: 1000-1150
Tutorial                Thu: 1300-1350 

PHIL 234 Contemporary Metaethics 
Lectures               Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu: 1400-1550

PHSI 191 Biological Physics 
Lectures Mon: 1300-1450 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1300-1450
Terms Test Wed: 1200-1250, or 1300-1350 or 1400-1450  
 (week five)
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POLS 301 Power and Liberty
Lectures Tue, Fri: 1100-1150
Tutorials Tue, Fri: 1300-1450

POLS 317 News Media and International Crises
Lectures Tue: 1000-1050
 Wed, Thu: 1000-1150

RELS 207/324 The Religion of Islam
Lectures Tue, Thu: 1100-1150

RELS 214/306 New Religious Movements
Lectures Mon: 1200-1250 (weeks two to five and seven) 
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1200-1250

SCOM 209 Communicating Science
Lectures Tue: 1400-1550 (weeks two to five)
 Thu: 1400-1550 (weeks two to five and seven)
Workshops Tue: 1400-1550 (week six)
 Wed: 1400-1550 (weeks four to five)
 Thu: 1400-1550 (week six)

SPAN 131 Introductory Spanish 1
Seminars Mon: 0900-1050 and 1300-1350 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 0900-1050 and 1300-1350

STAT 110 Statistical Methods
Lectures Mon: 1000-1150 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1000-1150
Tutorials Mon, Wed, Fri: 1200-1250 (week two)
 Tue: 1200-1250 (weeks two to four and six) and  
 Thu: 1200-1250 (week two and weeks four-seven)  
 or 
 Tues: 1300-1350 (weeks two to four and six) and  
 Thu: 1300-1350 (week two and weeks four-seven)  
 or
 Tues: 1400-1450 (weeks two to four and six) and  
 Thu: 1400-1450 (week two and weeks four-seven) 
Terms Test Tue: 1300-1450 (weeks five and seven)
 Thu: 1300-1450 (week three)

THEA 151 Improvisation
Workshops Tue, Thu: 1000-1250 

TOUR 101 Introduction to Tourism (Distance)

TOUR 102 Global Tourism (Distance)

TOUR 214 Introduction to Wine Business
Lectures Mon: 0900-1050 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Tue: 0900-1050
Workshops Mon: 1600-1750 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Tue: 1600-1750
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ANTH 326 Special Topic: Anthropology 
of Sex and Culture
Anthropology and Archaeology
18 points

Within this paper we will consider both 
enduring and emerging issues in human 
sexual behaviour from an anthropological 
perspective. We will review the 
interrelatedness of biological, prehistoric, 
linguistic, behavioural, and cultural 
examples of human sexual behaviour over 
time. Through readings, lectures, videos, 
web resources, and class discussions, we 
will examine a range of theoretical and 
ethnographical issues such as kinship and 
family, reproduction, romance, expressions 
of sexual pleasure, sexual taboos, evolution 
of erotic expression, sexual violence, 
disease avoidance, sexual orientation, 
sexual rituals, sex and technology, and the 
development of norms and morality in 
various cultures.

Prerequisites
18 200-level ANTH points or 108 points 

Restrictions
None

Open for Interest Only enrolment with 
Head of Department approval

Time commitment
Lectures Tue, Thu: 1100-1250
Tutorials Thu: 1400-1450, or Thu   
 1500-1550

Lecturer
Professor Paul Voninski

Course Co-ordinator
Associate Professor Ruth Fitzgerald

Prescribed textbook
None

Assessment
Comparative essay 25%
Tutorial discussions 10%
Assigned web-based discussions
(3 or more web discussions per week) 15%
Final examination 50%

BIOA 201 Biocultural Human Skeletal 
Biology
Anatomy 
18 points

An introduction to human bioarchaeology, 
particularly evolutionary and comparative 
anatomy of the human body, what makes 
it unique among other primates and why 
it varies among populations. The course 
includes aspects of forensic anthropology.

What makes humans unique to all 
other primates, and how did we come 
to be that way? How can we explain the 
variation in morphology among human 
populations? How can we use aspects of 
the skeleton of past people to look at their 
life history? This course explores these 
questions by providing an introduction to 
the study of Biological Anthropology of 
the human skeleton. The course primarily 
focuses on the evolution, structure and 
function of the human skeletal system, 
with an introduction to bioarchaeological 
and forensic methods.

Prerequisites
One of ARCH 101, ANTH 103, BIOA 101 
BIOL 112, CELS 191, HUBS 191, HUBS 192 
and 36 further points or 108 points

Restrictions
None

Time commitment
Lectures Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri: 1000-1050
Practicals Wed: 1400-1550
 Fri:  1400-1550

Lecturers
To be advised.

Course Co-ordinators
Associate Professor Hallie Buckley 

Prescribed textbook 
White, T. and Folkens, P. The Human Bone 
Manual Amsterdam. Academic Press, 2005.

Assessment
Internal assessment 40%
Final examination (2 hours)     60%

BSNS 103 Marketing and Consumption
Marketing 
18 points

The paper looks at the role of consumers 
and consumption in the creation of value 
and the ways in which the resulting 
relationships affect the nature and 
the conduct of business. It identifies 
key elements of the marketing mix, 
especially products, promotion and price, 
and considers them in relation to the 
psychological, social and cultural elements 
of consumer behaviour.

Note: This paper will be offered for the last 
time in Summer School 2017. After that, 
BCom students completing under earlier 
regulations should enrol for MART 112 
instead.

Prerequisites
None

Restrictions
MART 102

Time commitment
Lectures Tue, Wed: 1300-1450

Lecturer and Co-ordinator
Dr John Williams and Dr Leah Watkins 

Course Co-ordinator
Dr John Williams

Prescribed textbook 
Solomon, Michael R. (2013) Consumer 
Behaviour; Buying, Having, and Being, 
(10th Global Edition), Pearson.

Assessment
Essay 25% 
Deconstruction presentation 15% 
Final examination (2 hours) 60%

Paper 
prescriptions
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BSNS 105 Management and 
Organisations  
Management
18 points

This course begins the task of developing 
an understanding of the role of managers 
in organisations. It introduces the primary 
functions of organisations, which are 
to structure, marshal and plan complex 
interdependent activities. It introduces 
the ways in which individual and group 
behaviour influences activity, and the 
key role of business communication 
in integrating activity. It then looks at 
the ways in which managers guide the 
operations of the enterprise, and marshal 
and develop the human resources involved 
in the organisation.

Whatever we do and wherever we go we 
end up dealing with organisations in some 
way; sometimes as a customer, sometimes 
as an employee, sometimes as an owner. So 
regardless of what major you are studying 
or what career aspirations you have, 
management and organisations will be a 
large part of your future. This course will 
help prepare you for that future.

Note: This paper will be offered for the last 
time in Summer School 2017. After that, 
BCom students completing under earlier 
regulations should enrol for MANT 101 
instead.

Prerequisite 
None

Restrictions 
MANT 111, MANV 101

Open for Interest Only enrolment, with 
Head of Department permission.

Time commitment
Lectures Tue, Thu: 0900-1050
Workshop Fri: 1000-1150

Lecturer and Course Co-ordinator
Dr Cle-Anne Gabriel

Prescribed Text Book:
Samson, D., Catley, B., Cathro, V., & 
Daft, R.L., Management in New Zealand, 
Cengage Learning Australia Pty Limited, 
2012.

Assessment
Individual Company Report Analysis  20%
Team Presentation  20%
Final Examination (3 hours)  60%

CHEM 150 Concepts in Chemistry 
(Distance)
Chemistry 
18 points

This course is an introduction to the core 
ideas and methods of chemistry, and 
recommended for students with limited 
chemistry backgrounds. Topics include 
stoichiometry, equilibria, thermochemistry, 
redox, acid-base chemistry and main group 
and organic chemistry.

The course is designed for students with 
limited chemistry backgrounds, and 
provides students with the necessary theory 
and practical skills to successfully continue 
into first-year chemistry courses such 
as CHEM 191. This course is also useful 
for students in other science disciplines 
who need to improve their chemistry 
knowledge. CHEM 150 will count towards 
any degree which allows a science paper to 
be credited to it.

Prerequisites
None

Restrictions
Students who have achieved 14 credits of 
NCEA Level 2 chemistry or more, or any 
credits of NCEA Level 3 chemistry (or their 
equivalents) will need Head of Department 
approval to enrol in the course. 

(ii)  CHEM 150 cannot be credited to a 
degree if CHEM 191 or CHEM 111 has 
been passed previously. 

(iii)  No other Summer School paper may be 
taken concurrently with CHEM 150.

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 0900-0950 and 1300- 
 1350 (week seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri: 0900-0950  
 and 1300-1350 (weeks six and  
 seven)
Practicals Mon: 1000-1050 and 1400-1550  
 (week seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri: 1000-1050  
 and 1400-1550 (weeks six and  
 seven)

Lecturer and Co-ordinator
Dr David McMorran 

Prescribed textbook 
To be advised.

Assessment
Online assignments (4 × 2 hours,  
one per week) 40%
Laboratory Exit Tests (1 per laboratory) 20%
Final examination (2 hours) 40%

CHEM 191 The Chemical Basis of Biology 
and Human Health  
Chemistry
18 points

This course is an introduction to the 
concepts of chemistry which underlie 
important processes in biology and human 
health, including energetics, kinetics, 
equilibria and solubility, properties of water 
and solutions, acids, bases, complexation 
and electron transfer, hydrolysis, reactions of 
organic molecules, amino acids and proteins.

The paper is intended for students who 
have passed at least the internal laboratory 
assessment component of the first semester 
CHEM 191 course but failed the paper 
overall with a total mark of at least 30%. 
This paper will be identical in lecture 
content to first semester CHEM 191 but 
with additional compulsory tutorial work. 
There is also no laboratory component and 
instead, the laboratory mark obtained from 
the first semester CHEM 191 paper will be 
carried over to the Summer School CHEM 
191 paper.

Restriction
CHEM 112

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 1000-1150 ( weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1000-1150
 Fri: 1000-1150 (week seven)
Terms Test Fri: 1000-1150 (week four)
Tutorials Mon: 1400-1450 or 1500-1550  
 (weeks three to five and seven) 
 Tues: 1400-1450 or 1550-1550  
 (weeks six-seven)
 Wed: 1400-1450 or 1500-1550  
 (weeks three to five and seven)

Lecturers 
Dr Dave Warren, Dr Christina McGraw

Course Co-ordinator
Dr Dave Warren

Recommended  textbook
Chemistry: The Central Science (3rd 
Ed). Brown, Lemay, Bursten, Murphy, 
Woodward, Langford, Sagatys, George. 
Pearson, 2014. 

Assessment
CHEM 191 Laboratory grade carried over 
from first semester  15%
Terms test (plusage with first semester   
test grade) 15%
Satisfactory written tutorial answers 2.5%
Final examination (3 hours) 67.5%
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CLAS 240 The Classical World in the 
Movies
Classics 
18 points

This paper is a study of the mythology, 
history, warfare, literature, art, archaeology 
and culture of ancient Greece and Rome 
in ancient literary and artistic evidence, as 
depicted in movies and on television.

Since the advent of motion-picture 
technology, filmmaking has drawn upon 
Classical history and recreated Classical 
myth to entertain modern audiences. 
Adapting to a new medium invariably 
involves changes to the original sources, 
and yet some changes result from the 
decision to focus upon different themes or 
characters, reflecting modern tastes and 
revealing our own cultural concerns. This 
paper navigates the use of the original 
Classical material in modern cinema and 
television, from the ‘sword-and-sandals’ 
films of the 1950s to the digitally enhanced 
Hollywood blockbusters of the 2000s.

Prerequisite
18 CLAS, GREK or LATN points, or 54 
points or Head of Department approval 

Restriction
None

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 1400-1450 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Tue, Thu: 1400-1450
 Wed: 1400-1450 (week six)
Tutorials Wed: 1100-1150
Film Fri: 1400-1750

Lecturer and Course Co-ordinator
Dr John Garthwaite

Prescribed textbook
None

Assessment
Essay (2000 words) 20%
In-Class Test  20%
Final examination (3 hours) 60%

COMP 111 Information and 
Communications Technology 
Information Science
18 points

This course explores the fundamental 
components of Information and 
Communications Technology (ICT) and 
related issues. The course examines the 
influences and impacts ICT has and may 
have in the future. Students will apply 
widely-used software applications to 
perform real-world business activities.

This course is a perfect entry level paper on 
ICT. It covers the main aspects of ICT uses 
for all domains.

Prerequisite
None

Restriction
None

Open for Interest Only enrolment, with 
Head of Department permission

Time commitment
Lectures Tue, Thu: 1300-1450
Computer labs  
 Tue, Thu: 1100-1150

Lecturers
Associate Professor Hank Wolfe, and 
Gary Burrows 

Course Co-ordinator
Alec Holt

Prescribed textbook
Beekman and Beelman, Digital Planet: 
Tomorrow’s Technology and You, 10th 
edition, Prentice-Hall, 2012.

Assessment
Practical Test 1 20%
Practical Test 2 20%
Essay 10%
Final examination (2 hours) 50%

COMP 160 General Programming   
Computer Science
18 points

An introduction to the art and craft of 
computer programming and object-
oriented design using Java. A first look at 
building graphical applications.

If you’re serious about computing, then 
COMP 160 is the key paper for you. It 
forms a base from which you can learn 
other programming languages and 
techniques. COMP 160 is a prerequisite 
for all second year papers in Computer 
Science. While it is suitable for students 
enrolled for any degree, it is particularly 
designed for students taking a BSc, BA or 
BCom degree.

Prerequisite
None

Restriction
COMP 103 

Recommended preparation
COMP 150

Open for Interest Only enrolment, with 
Head of Department permission

Time commitment
Lectures Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, 1100-1150
Computer Labs  
 Mon: 0900-1050 (weeks three  
 to five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri: 0900-1050
Terms Test Mon: 0900-1150 (week 5)

Lecturer
To be advised.

Course Co-ordinator
Professor Michael Albert 

Prescribed textbook
Lewis, J., DePasquale, P.,& Chase, J., Java 
Foundations, Otago edition, Pearson, 2015. 
(It is essential to have ready access to the 
textbook.)

Assessment
Mid-school test 15%
Laboratory-based exercises 25%
Final examination (2 hours) 60%
Students must pass the final examination 
(more than half marks) in order to pass  
the paper.
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COSC 326 Effective Programming
Computer Science
18 points

This paper aims to improve and develop 
programming skills by setting a series of 
exercises that require an analytical and 
creative approach to problem solving. 
Most, but not all, of these exercises will 
involve programming tasks. Some will not 
use computers at all; some will use them 
only for ancillary tasks. Each solution will 
be assessed against the requirements, and 
students will be expected to go back and 
rework each problem until it is completed 
satisfactorily. Students will be required to 
test and debug their programmes fully as 
well as learn to identify inefficiencies.

The main objectives of this course are to 
develop and foster general skills concerned 
with computer-related techniques, 
understanding a problem, problem-solving 
strategies and working with people. Most of 
the exercises will require working in pairs 
or in teams, although some exercises are 
individual.

Prerequisite
COSC 242

Restriction
None

Time commitment
Computer Labs  
 Mon: 0900-1050 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri: 0900-1050
Seminars Tue, Fri: 1100-1150

This paper involves a considerable 
commitment of time and energy. Students 
are therefore discouraged from enrolling in 
a second paper.

Lecturer
To be advised.

Course Co-ordinator
Professor Michael Albert

Prescribed textbook
None

Assessment
There are fifteen assignments, called etudes, 
all of which must be successfully completed 
to pass the course.

COSC 360 Computer Game Design
Computer Science
18 points 

This course takes a practical, hands-on 
approach to making games. We will design, 
prototype, implement, polish and complete 
games over the six week course. How do 
we implement a game in a set time frame?  
How do we ensure its quality?  What sets 
successful developers apart from everyone 
else with a good idea?  Topics will include, 
but are not limited to: programming, 
project management, game design, visual 
design, and case studies from the industry. 

This course is designed to introduce 
students to the multi-disciplinary nature of 
computer game design, with the emphasis 
on technical skills and group work.

Prerequisite
COSC 242

Note: Students wishing to take this course 
will need to have a strong background in 
computer programming. If you are interested 
in taking this paper it is important to 
contact the course advisers for Computer 
Science as early as possible.

Restrictions
None

Open for Interest Only enrolment, with 
Head of Department permission

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 1300-1350 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1300-1350
Computer Labs  
 Mon: 1500-1650 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1500-1650
Tutorials Tue, Thu: 1400-1450

This paper involves 15 hours of class contact 
per week. Students are therefore discouraged 
from enrolling in a second paper.

Lecturer 
To be advised.

Course Co-ordinator
Dr Lech Szymanski

Highly recommended textbook
Schell, J. The Art of Game Design, Morgan 
Kaufman, 2014.

Assessment
Note that the internal assessments may 
change.

First game:  13%
Game design:  13%
Game prototyping:  13%
Final presentation:  6%
Final game:  35%
Final examination (2 hours) 20%

ECON 112 Principles of Economics 2 
Economics
18 points

The course develops a variety of 
microeconomic and macroeconomic 
principles to understand the operation of 
economic forces in New Zealand and around 
the world. It extends the analysis of market 
economies begun in BSNS 104 by exploring 
how incentives and budget constraints 
affect the choices people make and the ways 
markets function or fail. Microeconomic 
topics include the theory of consumer 
choice, game theory, the economics of 
information, the provision of public goods, 
and an introduction to environmental 
economics. Macroeconomic topics include 
economic growth and fluctuations, labour 
markets and inequality, monetary and 
fiscal policy, rational and “non-rational” 
expectations, and financial crises.

Prerequisite
BSNS 104 

Restrictions
ECON 102, 212, MANV 201

Note: A student who has achieved mainly 
Excellences and Merits in each of the 
three subjects Economics, English and 
Mathematics with Calculus or Mathematics 
with Statistics at NCEA Level 3 may 
apply to the Department of Economics to 
have the prerequisite waived. This will be 
allowed at the Department’s discretion 
on consideration of the student’s general 
academic ability and circumstances.

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 1400-1550 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Wed, Thu: 1400-1550
 Fri: 1000-1150 (week seven)
Tutorials Tue, Thu: 1600-1650 or Tue,  
 Thu: 1700-1750
Terms Test Thu: 1900-1950 (week four 
 and six)

Lecturer and Course Co-ordinator
Dr Andrew Coleman 

Prescribed textbook
Principles of Economics, University of 
Otago Custom Edition, by Mankiw et al, 
Cengage Learning, 2012.

Assessment
Tests (maximum mark from the  
two tests) 25%
Tutorial assignments (5 × 1%)   5%
Final examination (3 hours) 70%
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ENGL 127 Effective Writing 
English and Linguistics 
18 points

Clear, powerful communication is a 
prerequisite of success in the academic 
or business world. More than ever in the 
internet age, communication takes place 
in a written form with speech, gesture, 
expression or body language providing 
fewer clues to meaning. ENGL 127 will 
introduce students to, or perhaps refresh 
their memory of, key concepts in effective 
written communication. We will study 
practical aspects of grammar, punctuation, 
style and mechanics at the level of the 
sentence, paragraph, essay and beyond. We 
will emphasise practical work and teach you 
skills which you can transfer to your own 
academic or professional writing projects.

Prerequisites
None

Recommendation 
Students for whom English is a second 
language should have attained an overall 
score of 7.0 in IELTS academic band or the 
equivalent

Restrictions
None

Open for Interest Only enrolment, with 
Head of Department permission

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 0900-0950 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Wed, Thu: 0900-0950
 Fri: 0900-0950
Tutorials Mon: 1000-1050 (weeks three  
 to five and seven)
 Wed, Fri: 1000-1050 or
 Mon: 1200-1250 (weeks three  
 to five and seven)
 Wed: 1300-1350 and Fri:   
 1200-1250

Lecturers
Michael Cop, Dr Shef Rogers 

Course Co-ordinator
Michael Cop

Prescribed textbook 
Williams, J. M. and Joseph Bizup, Style: 
Lessons in Clarity and Grace, international 
edition, Pearson, 2014.

Assessment
Summary test 10%
Prose revision test  10%
Essay 10%
Reading journal 40%
Final examination (2 hours) 30%

ENGL 251 Special Topic: Word and 
Image: The Graphic Novel 
English and Linguistics 
18 points

This paper studies a selection of 
representative genres of the modern graphic 
novel, including the woodcut novels of the 
early twentieth century, the superhero canon, 
and intensely personal modern narratives. 
This class will introduce students to the 
academic study of graphic narratives as 
literary texts occupying a powerful space 
between print and film. Students will 
learn to recognise the personal, cultural, 
metaphorical and philosophical meanings in 
graphic novels. They will also develop skills 
in the design and critical analysis of visual 
texts. Filmic examples will complement 
the syllabus and offer both parallels and 
contrasts to the narrative structure of the 
graphic novel. Designed for all students 
studying literature or film, offering a 
historical context for both media, introduced 
in the form of evocative, sometimes strange, 
often haunting narratives that speak volumes 
without words.

Prerequisites
36 points

Restrictions
None

Open for Interest Only enrolment, with 
Head of Department permission

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 1100-1150 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Wed: 1100-1150
 Fri: 1400-1450 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
Seminars Tue, Thu: 1400-1550

Lecturers
Dr David Large

Course Co-ordinator
Dr David Large

Prescribed textbook 
Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art by 
Scott McCloud.
God’s Man by Lynd Ward.
Blankets by Craig Thompson.
The Complete Persepolis by Marjane Satrapi.
In the Shadow of No Towers by Art 
Spiegelman.
Batman: The Dark Knight Returns by  
Frank Miller.
The Unwritten (Vol. 1, ‘Tommy Taylor and 
the Bogus Identity’) by Mike Carey.
Fables (Vol. 1, ‘Legends in Exile’) by Bill 
Willingham.

Assessment
Script Exercise 10%
Research Essay (word limit 2000 words) 30%
Final examination (3 hours) 60%

ENGL 351 Special Topic: Twenty-First 
Century Fiction 
English and Linguistics 
18 points

Are clones human? Should animals be 
our best friends or our next meal? Can 
writing a book atone for a lie? What role, 
if any, does fiction still play in the twenty-
first century? The aim of this course is 
to respond to these difficult questions 
and many more. Focusing on literary 
innovations in twenty-first century fiction, 
we will explore how writers such as Ian 
McEwan, David Foster Wallace, Kazuo 
Ishiguro and Mohsin Hamid engage 
with the major social and political issues 
of our time. Three of the core texts we 
read have spawned successful films that 
have captured the public’s imagination, 
highlighting the ability of fiction to tap into 
issues that are both topical and thought 
provoking. 

However, be warned, in this course we will 
encounter far from ordinary texts, whose 
innovative forms force us to rethink the 
very ways in which we engage with fiction!

We will be sampling graphic fiction, 
speculative fiction, the post-9/11 novel 
and even a short story modelled on 
tweets. Such samples will not only lead to 
encounters with clones, cavemen, animals 
and reluctant fundamentalists, but will 
also expose the equal measure of beauty 
and horror that attends the early years of 
the twenty-first century. ENGL 351 gives 
students the chance to put into practice the 
theoretical and analytical skills necessary 
to critically read the social, political and 
ethical issues of our cultural milieu, 
including the ‘us and them’ mentality of the 
post 9/11 era, the impact of new technology, 
and what it means to be human in the 
twenty-first century.

Prerequisites
18 200-level ENGL points or 36 200-level 
points

Restrictions
None

Open for Interest Only enrolment, with 
Head of Department permission

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 1100-1150 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Wed: 1100-1150
Tutorials Tue, Thu: 1000-1150

Lecturers
Josie Carter 

Course Co-ordinator
Dr Shef Rogers
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Prescribed textbook 
Ian McEwan, Atonement.
Alison Bechdel, Fun Home.
Mohsin Hamid, The Reluctant. 
Fundamentalist.
Kazuo Ishiguro, Never Let Me Go.

Assessment
Close Reading Test 10%
Tutorial Response Papers (× 2)  20%
Research Essay 30%
Final examination (2 hours) 40%

FINC 204 Personal Finance
Accountancy and Finance
18 points

Principles and techniques for handling 
personal financial decisions. This course 
will equip you with specialized knowledge 
across diverse areas including investments, 
risk management, taxation, estate planning, 
social security and retirement planning.

This paper aims at providing students with 
the ability to plan, analyse and evaluate 
alternatives of personal financial decision. 
The course commences from the roots of 
financial planning –‘life-cycle’ theory of 
consumption and savings. We will delve 
into the matter of income and expenditure 
over a lifetime. Then we will learn by doing 
how to construct a comprehensive personal 
financial plan. 

While building up a financial plan we will 
incorporate several important blocks such 
as taxes, use and cost of credit, insurance, 
savings and investments considerations, 
and superannuation. 

Prerequisite
108 points

Restrictions
None

Time commitment
Lectures Tue: 1400-1550
 Thu: 1000-1150

Lecturer
To be advised.

Course Co-ordinator
Dr Gurmeet Bhabra

Prescribed textbook
None

Assessment
Classroom contribution 5%
In-class quizzes × 3 (15% each) 45%
Group Case written report 20%
Group Case Presentation 30%

FORB 201 Forensic Biology 
Sir John Walsh Research Institute,  
Faculty of Dentistry
18 points

Increasingly, forensic investigations 
have come to rest on the techniques of 
forensic biology to provide vital evidence 
in homicides, violent crimes, disaster 
identification and even minor crimes. This 
course is designed as an introduction for 
the student who is interested in analysing 
biological evidence as it relates to legal 
and other investigations, or collecting 
and processing evidence at a crime scene 
or in a laboratory. Students will have an 
unequalled opportunity to interact with 
a range of National and International 
forensic experts, providing a sense of 
reality and authority that is unique.

The Forensic Biology course provides a 
strong basis in modern forensic biology 
techniques. The multidisciplinary nature 
of forensics depends on the integration of 
scientific skills within a forensic context, 
and hence the course includes a wide 
spectrum of topics.

Prerequisite
Any 54 points 

Restrictions
None

Time commitment
Lectures Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri: 1300-1350
Tutorials Wed: 0900-0950 (weeks three  
 to seven) or
                  Wed: 1000-1050 (weeks three  
 to seven) or
                    Wed: 1100-1150 (weeks three  
 to seven)

Lecturers
Dr Angela Clark and guest lecturers

Course Co-ordinators
Dr Angela Clark and Professor Richard 
Cannon

Prescribed textbook
Gunn, A., Essential Forensic Biology, Wiley-
Blackwell, 2nd edition, 2009.

Assessment
Test 20%
Assignment 30%
Final examination (2 hours) 50%
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FREN 105 Intensive French for Beginners 
Languages and Cultures
18 points 

Do you want to learn another language and 
be able to travel with confidence in more 
than thirty countries, or add a new skill to 
your degree? This intensive course engages 
students in learning the basic vocabulary 
and structures of French. The teaching 
methodology is student-centred with 
the lecturer acting as facilitator and the 
ultimate goal of this paper is to make the 
students independent users of French.

In FREN 105, you will gain skills (in 
listening, speaking, reading and writing) 
for communicating in French about your 
life, your friends and family, your studies 
and your leisure-time activities. You will 
also be introduced to French and other 
francophone cultures.

Prerequisite
None

Restrictions
FREN 101, 131, FREN 132 or any other 
more advanced French language paper.

Suitable for students with little or no prior 
knowledge of French.

Open for Interest Only enrolment, with 
Head of Department permission

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 1000-1150 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri: 1000-1150

Lecturer and Course Co-ordinator
Dr Christiane Leurquin

Prescribed textbook
French Grammar (UniPrint).

Assessment
Oral test 10%
In-class tests 50%
Final examination (2 hours) 40%

GEOG 288/394 Rivers and Runoff
Geography
18 points

This course focuses on hydrology and aims 
to develop understanding of hydrological 
concepts, discharge measurement 
techniques and hydrological quantities. 
The course is built around exploration 
and understanding the hydrological cycle 
and its various subcomponents. Data 
from New Zealand, Antarctica and Chile 
will be used to illustrate lecture material. 
The lecture programme includes the 
properties of water, atmospheric processes, 
precipitation measurement, evaporation 
and transpiration, river behaviour, 
discharge measurement, hydrographs and 
groundwater processes. The laboratory 
programme will include measurement 
of flow and discharge in the field using 
a variety of techniques, understanding 
extreme values, understanding 
hydrographs and an introduction to the 
use of statistical techniques in hydrology. 
The emphasis of the paper is on applied 
hydrology and the preparation of students 
for careers in regional government and 
consulting.

Prerequisites
GEOG 101 or approval of the Head of 
Department

Restrictions
GEOG 288: GEOG 394

GEOG 394: GEOG 288

Open for Interest Only enrolment with 
Head of Department permission

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 1000-1050 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Tue, Wed: 1000-1050
Practicals Mon: 1400-1650 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)

Lecturer
To be advised.

Course Co-ordinator
To be advised.

Prescribed textbook
None

Assessment
Tests (2 × 10%) 20%
Lab programme (4 lab reports) 40%
Final examination (2 hours) 40%

GEOL 252 Field Studies and  
New Zealand Geology
Geology
18 points

Practical work in field observation, 
geological field mapping, field 
interpretation; basic geometry of 
structures; principles of lithostratigraphy 
and biostratigraphy; New Zealand geology 
and geological map interpretation

Prerequisites
Prerequisite: GEOL 112 or GEOX 112

Prerequisite or corequisite: EAOS 111 or 
EAOX 111

Restrictions
None

Notes  
Students must have unimpaired fitness to 
participate in the essential field trips.

Students must fill out the GEOL 252 field 
orientation and safety form in November 
2016. This form should either be submitted 
as a hard paper copy or emailed to 
geology@otago.ac.nz as one pdf file. 

Enrolments for this paper are limited and 
require departmental permission.

Time commitment 
Pre-field trip meeting  
 Wed 25 Jan: 0900-1150
Field Trips Thu 26 Jan to Tue 31 Jan, and  
 Wed 15 Feb to Mon 20 Feb
Practicals Tue 7 Jan to Mon 13 Feb

GEOL cannot be taken in conjunction with 
another Summer School paper due to two 
fulltime field excursions.

Lecturers
Dr J Michael Palin, Professor James White, 
Dr Uwe Kaulfuss and Dr Chris Moy 

Course Co-ordinator
Dr J Michael Palin

Prescribed textbooks 
None

Assessment
Maerewhenua: continuous assessment 
during field-class    30%
Maerewhenua: post-class write-up  10%
Final Practical Exam                                25%
Borland Report                                         35%
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HIST 230/333: Special Topic: Moving 
Stories: Migration in Twentieth Century 
New Zealand
History and Art History
18 points

This paper examines the changing pace 
of migration in New Zealand history, 
including migration from Europe 
(including Britain and Ireland), Asia 
and the Pacific; the short- and long-term 
consequences of migration; and the 
experiences of migrants.

This paper explores the experience of 
migrants in modern New Zealand through 
an evaluation of migrant stories. It assesses 
the importance of family, kin networks, 
gender and various cultural practices in 
shaping migration as a lived experience. 
The paper explores the development of 
various migrant communities within a 
comparative frame and highlights the ways 
in which migration has moulded New 
Zealand society.

Prerequisites
HIST 230: 18 100-level HIST points or  
108 points

HIST 333: 18 200-level HIST or  
ARTH points

Restrictions
HIST 230: HIST 230 (2017), HIST 333

HIST 333: HIST 230, HIST 333 (2017)

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 1400-1550 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Thu: 1100-1250
Tutorials 
HIST 230 Tue: 1300-1350 (weeks three to  
 seven) or
 Thu: 1500-1550 (weeks three to  
 seven)
HIST 333 Tue: 1400-1450 (weeks three to  
 seven)

Lecturer and Course Co-ordinator
Dr Jane McCabe

Prescribed textbook
None

HIST 230
Internal assessment 50%
Final examination 50%

HIST 333
Internal assessment  60%
Final examination   40%

HUNT 233 Nutrition and Health: 
Concepts and Controversies
Human Nutrition   
18 points

This paper provides a basic introduction to 
nutrition as it relates to health. Current and 
controversial issues will be discussed to help 
reinforce basic nutrition principles including 
the absorption, digestion and metabolism 
of nutrients. Topics to be included range 
from defining a healthy diet, artificial 
sweeteners, pros and cons of vegetarianism, 
dieting and weight loss, supplements, 
and food intolerances and allergies. The 
different nutritional needs and practices 
of individuals at different stages of the life 
cycle will be identified, such as “eating for 
two”, breastfeeding, childhood feeding 
and nutritional problems, eating disorders 
during adolescence and maintaining healthy 
eating patterns during adulthood. Tutorial 
sessions will be held throughout the paper 
at which time practical activities will be 
conducted, such as conducting nutrition 
assessments, performing anthropometric 
measurements, evaluating diets and using 
nutritional assessment software.

Prerequisite
Any 36 points 

Note: (i) Students who have not passed 36 
points may be admitted with approval from 
the Head of Department. (ii) HUNT 233 
cannot be credited to a degree if HUNT 
221, 222, 223, 201 or 202 has been passed 
previously or is being taken concurrently.

Restrictions
HUNT 201, HUNT 202, HUNT 221, 
HUNT 222, HUNT 223

Open for Interest Only enrolment – 
lectures and tutorials (with Head of 
Department permission)

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 1000-1150 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1000-1150
 Fri: 1000-1150 (week two and  
 weeks four to seven)
Computer Lab  
 Fri: 1000-1150 (week three)

Lecturer
Various staff members

Paper Co-ordinator
Dr Paula Andrews 

Prescribed textbook
None

Assessment
Quizzes (4 × 5%) 20%
Assignments 20%
Oral presentation 10%
Final examination (2 hours) 50%

JAPA 131 Introductory Japanese 1    
Languages and Cultures
18 points

An introductory course in reading, writing, 
speaking and listening to Japanese for 
students with no previous knowledge of 
the language. The paper takes an integrated 
approach to the skills of language 
acquisition and includes basic material on 
the cultural heritage of the Japanese people.

Now is the time for you to learn Japanese 
language and culture. The 2020 Tokyo 
Olympics is predicted to expand job 
opportunities for Japanese learners and 
Japan experts. In this course, you will 
learn how to develop four language skills 
(speaking, listening, reading, writing) 
through lots of engaging communicative 
activities in a relaxed environment. 

Prerequisite
None

Restriction
Restriction: JAPA 103 or JAPA 132 or any 
other more advanced Japanese language 
paper

Note: This paper is for beginners only 
and is not available to students who have 
passed NCEA Level 2 or 3 (or equivalent) in 
Japanese.

Suitable for students specialising in any 
discipline

Open for Interest Only enrolment, with 
Head of Department permission

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 1000-1150 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri: 1000-1150

Lecturer and Course Co-ordinator
Ms Haruko Stuart

Prescribed textbook
GENKI I (An Integrated Course in 
Elementary Japanese) (Second Edition),  
The Japan Times.

GENKI I Workbook (Second Edition), The 
Japan Times (Ch1 – Ch7 will be covered).

Assessment 
Oral 10%
Tests (6 × 3%, 3 × 4%, 1 × 10%) 40%
Final examination (2 hours) 50%
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LAWS 452 Legal Theory (Taught in 
Auckland)
Faculty of Law
15 points

A study of selected issues in the philosophy 
and sociology of Law. In this course we ask 
theoretical questions such as: what are the 
distinctions between a criminal wrong, a 
tortious wrong and a contractual breach 
that demarcate them as separate branches 
of law? Do they share similar or differing 
notions of intention, vitiation, foresight, 
responsibility, and loss? To what extent can 
these areas of law be explained in terms 
of moral precepts, conceptions of justice, 
or goals of economic efficiency? What 
assumptions about morality and the nature 
of persons are necessary to make sense of 
criminal law, tort law and contract law?

Prerequisite
LAWS 201-204

Restrictions
None

Time commitment
Lectures  Mon, Wed: 1400-2000 (weeks  
 two to seven)

Lecturer  
Dr Jesse Wall

Prescribed Textbook
None

Assessment
Research Assignment  30%
Examination  70% or 100%

LAWS 471 Special Topic 2: International 
Trade Regulation (Taught in Wellington)
Faculty of Law
15 points

This course introduces students to the legal 
system governing international economic 
relations with particular focus on the 
World Trade Organisation.

Prerequisite
LAWS 201-204

Restrictions
LAWS 471 in 2011, 2013, 2015

Time commitment
Lectures Tue: 1800-1950 (weeks two 
 to five)
 Thu: 1800-1950 (weeks two  
 to four)

Lecturer
Dr Tracey Epps

Course Co-ordinator
Professor Mark Henaghan 

Prescribed textbook
None

Assessment
Research Assignment 30%
Examination 70% or 100%

LAWS 474 Special Topic 5: Tax Treaties 
(Taught in Auckland)
Faculty of Law
15 points

This subject of this paper is international 
taxation pursuant to bilateral tax treaties 
(“double tax agreements”). New Zealand 
has almost 40 tax treaties currently in force. 
This paper will cover (1) the significant 
elements of the tax systems of New Zealand 
and the United States, (2) the purposes for 
tax treaties, and (3) the substantive content 
of the treaties as applied to international 
transactions. The paper will focus on the 
New Zealand – United States Income Tax 
Convention and the OECD Model Tax 
Convention on Income and Capital.

Prerequisite
LAWS 201-204

Restrictions
LAWS 487 in 2013, 2015

Time commitment
Lectures Sat: 1400-1650 (weeks two to  
 four and six)
 Sun: 0900-1150 (weeks two to  
 four and six)

Lecturer
Emeritus Professor Hand Lischser

Course Co-ordinator
Professor Mark Henaghan

Prescribed textbook
None

Assessment
Research Assignment 30%
Examination 70% or 100%
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LAWS 476 Special Topic 7: 
Understanding Judges  
(Taught in Wellington)
Faculty of Law
15 points

Drawing on comparative material from 
Australia, the US, Canada, the UK 
and Spain this paper will examine the 
operation of courts, from first instance 
courts through to final courts of appeal. In 
addition to comparative analysis the paper 
will draw on insights into the structure 
and operation of the judicial branch from 
political science and sociology. The paper 
will be of interest both to those who 
work in the courts as well as candidates 
contemplating further academic study on 
the Judiciary. 

Prerequisite
LAWS 201-204

Restrictions
LAWS 479 in 2009, 2010, 2013, 2015

Time commitment
Lectures Sat: 1000-1550 (weeks three| 
 to five)
 Sun: 1000-1550 (weeks three  
 to five) 

Lecturer
Dr Richard Cornes

Course Co-ordinator
Professor Mark Henaghan

Prescribed textbook
None

Assessment
Research Assignment 30%
Examination 70% or 100%

LAWS 485 Special Topic: Charity Law 
(Taught in Dunedin)
Faculty of Law
15 points

This paper reflects on current issues in 
Charity Law.

Prerequisite
LAWS 201-204

Restrictions
LAWS 479 in 2014

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 0900-1150 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Tue, Thu: 0900-1150   

Lecturer
Professor Matthew Harding

Course Co-ordinator
Professor Mark Henaghan

Prescribed textbook
None

Assessment
Research Assignment 30% 
Examination  70% or 100% 

LAWS 487 Special Topic: Criminal 
Procedure (Taught in Dunedin)
Faculty of Law 
15 points

This paper deals with the Criminal 
Procedure Act 2011, which came into full 
effect in 2013. The Act introduced the most 
significant changes to criminal procedure 
in over 50 years.

Prerequisites
LAWS 201-204

Corequisite
LAWS 487 in 2015, 2016

Restrictions
None

Limited to: LLB, LLB (Hons)

Time commitment
Lectures Sat: 0900-1350 (weeks two to  
 four and six)
 Sun: 0900-1150 (weeks two to  
 four and six)

Lecturer  
Mr Mark Harborow 

Course Co-ordinator
Professor Mark Henaghan

Prescribed Textbook
None

Assessment
Research Assignment  30%
Examination  70% or 100%
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LING 103 Language Myths    
English and Linguistics
18 points

Everyone uses language, so everyone seems 
to have an opinion about it, but many 
people don’t realise that there is a scientific 
study of language, linguistics, which 
researches language. This paper critically 
examines popular language myths from a 
linguistics perspective, examining three 
areas that have generated language myths. 
The first is the origins, development, 
and nature of language. It focuses on the 
relationship between using language and 
being human, and includes topics such as 
whether animals, computers, and aliens 
use language. The second topic concerns 
language attitudes and change. It focuses 
on the use of language in the world, and 
looks at topics such as whether some 
languages are ‘better’ than others and if 
there are ‘killer’ languages. The third area 
is language policy, education, identity and 
culture. It looks specifically at the New 
Zealand context, and covers topics such as 
whether bilingualism is good for children 
and whether additional languages should 
be required in school. 

Prerequisite
None

Restrictions
None

Open for Interest Only enrolment, with 
Head of Department permission

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 1400-1550 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Tue: 1400-1550
Tutorials Thu: 1400-1550 

Lecturers
Mr Max Olsen and Mr Mutahar  
Al-Murthada

Course Co-ordinator
Dr Anne Feryok

Prescribed textbook
None

Assessment
2 group oral presentations (15% each) 30% 
2 individual written reports (15% each) 30%  
Final exam  40%

MANT 358 Special Topic: He Kākano 
– Indigenous Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship 
Management
18 points

Innovation and entrepreneurship are 
not new to Indigenous communities. In 
particular, Indigenous Māori communities 
have organised their resources to meet their 
needs and adapt to changing circumstances. 
Today Māori enterprises cut across the 
range of organisational forms and sectors, 
from small micro-operators to large multi-
national corporations. For many Māori 
businesses their worldview guides strategy, 
governance and development. 

This course takes a human-centred 
design approach to innovation and 
entrepreneurship, and is designed to 
engage with a worldview that emphasises 
people, relationships and outcomes that 
benefit communities. It introduces Māori 
values that are at the heart of many of the 
most successful tribal and entrepreneurial 
enterprises in New Zealand. We explore 
what this means and consider how these 
values influence the process of creation 
from ideation, through key decision 
areas such as value proposition, potential 
markets, financial planning, and supply 
chain considerations. 

The course offers a kaupapa Māori 
framework as its underlying philosophy 
of engagement and delivery; however, 
students do not need a full understanding 
of the Māori world. This course will be 
of interest to any student interested in 
innovation and entrepreneurship in  
New Zealand and internationally. 

Prerequisite
54 points at 200-level

Restrictions
None

Time commitment
Lectures Tue, Thu: 1100-1250
Tutorials Thu: 1400-1550 

Lecturer
Mr Corey Bragg

Course Co-ordinator
Dr Diane Ruwhiu

Prescribed textbook
None

Assessment
Individual critical reflection × 2  
(25% each) 50%
Group Project proposal and presentation                   
 50%

MANT 359 Special Topic: Translating 
Personal Values into Action 
Management
18 points

This paper focuses on resolving values 
conflicts, the implementation of personal 
values, and helping students answer the 
question: What would I say and do if I were 
going to act on my values? The course uses 
the Giving Voice to Values curriculum 
to help students identify numerous ways 
to voice their values in the workplace. It 
provides the opportunity to script and 
practise in front of peers, equipping 
students not only to know what is right, 
but how to make it happen despite pressure 
from others within their organisations.

Prerequisite
36 points at 200-level

Restrictions
None

Time commitment
Lectures Tue: 1000-1150
 Wed: 1400-1550
Tutorials Wed: 1000-1050 

Lecturer
Professor Lynn Bowes-Sperry

Course Co-ordinator
Dr Steven Grover

Prescribed textbooks
Gentile, M. C. (2010). Giving Voice to 
Values: How to speak your mind when 
you know what’s right. New Haven: Yale 
University Press (ISBN 978-0-300-16118-2).

Assessment
Written analysis 30%
Values exercise 40%
Written script and strategy  30%
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MAOR 110 Introduction to 
Conversational Māori
Te Tumu 
18 points  

This paper assumes no prior knowledge 
of the Māori language and gives an 
introduction to the Māori language with 
the emphasis on pronunciation, greetings 
and forms of language in particular 
cultural contexts.

Prerequisite 
None

Restrictions
MAOR 111 or MAOR 112 or any other 
more advanced Māori language paper.

If you have done NCEA Level one Māori or 
the equivalent then select MAOR 111. If you 
have done NCEA Level two or three Māori 
or the equivalent, please enrol in MAOR 
211 using Special Permission at the Review 
and Submit stage of your application.

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 1000-1150 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Wed: 1000-1150
Tutorials Tue, Thu: 1000-1050 or
 Tue, Thu: 1300-1350 

Lecturer 

Craig Hall

Course Co-ordinator
Tangiwai Rewi

Prescribed textbook
None 

Assessment 
Mahi kōrero (listening/oral) 40%
Mahi whakarongo (listening) 20%
Mahi tuhituhi (written) 40%

MATH 101 Supplementary Algebra 1
Mathematics and Statistics  
9 points

This algebra paper is the natural 
continuation of Year 13 Mathematics. This 
9-point half-paper covers methods and 
applications of algebra. It consists of the 
algebra component of MATH 160. Note 
that to go on to MATH 170, you will need 
both MATH 101 and MATH 102 – or their 
equivalent, MATH 160.

Note: MATH 101 is for students who 
need the algebra component (but not the 
calculus) of MATH 160. This situation 
may arise when a student has transferred 
from another university, or is looking for a 
9-point paper, or has previously taken the 
calculus half.

Prerequisite
None

Restrictions
FINC 102, FINQ 102, MATH 160,  
QUAN 102

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 1000-1050 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1000-1050  

Lecturer
To be advised.

Course Co-ordinator
Dr Jörg Hennig

Prescribed textbook
None

Note that Outline Notes are available 
from Uniprint and for download from the 
resources page. 

Assessment
Written assignments (×10)  16.7%  
 (if they help) 
Skills Tests (×4) 33.3%
Final examination (1.5 hours) 66.7%  
 (or 50%, if assignments help) 

MATH 102 Supplementary Calculus 1
Mathematics and Statistics  
9 points

This calculus paper is the natural 
continuation of Year 13 Mathematics. This 
9-point half-paper covers methods and 
applications of calculus. It consists of the 
calculus component of MATH 160. Note 
that to go on to MATH 170, you will need 
both MATH 101 and MATH 102 – or their 
equivalent, MATH 160.

Note: MATH 102 is for students who need 
the calculus component, but not the algebra 
component, of MATH 160. This situation 
may arise when a student has transferred 
from another university or is looking for a 
9-point paper or has previously taken the 
algebra half.

Prerequisite
None

Restrictions
FINC 102, FINQ 102, MATH 160,  
QUAN 102

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 1400-1450 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1400-1450

Lecturer
To be advised.

Course Co-ordinator
Dr Jörg Hennig

Prescribed textbook
Calculus by James Stewart (Truncated 
edition, available from Uniprint), Cengage 
Learning.

Students planning on taking MATH 170 
should consider getting the full Calculus, 
metric edition. 

Assessment
Written assignments (×10)  16.7%  
 (if they help) 
Skills Tests (×4) 33.3%
Final examination (1.5 hours) 66.7% 
 (or 50%, if assignments help) 
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MATH 151 General Mathematics
Mathematics and Statistics  
18 points

This course on mathematical methods, 
including calculus and algebraic technique, 
is suitable for students who wish to take 
at least a service paper in mathematical 
methods and do not yet have a background 
in mathematics sufficiently strong to 
join MATH 160. Emphasis is placed on 
understanding via examples, and the 
methods taught are used to study a variety 
of practical problems. In the process 
students’ manipulation skills in algebra and 
calculus will improve. 

Prerequisite
None 

Restrictions
FINQ 102, MATH 160, MATH 170,  
QUAN 102  

Admission is subject to approval by the 
Head of Department

The paper is suitable for those with at least 
NCEA Level 2 Mathematics but who do not 
have sufficient achievement at NCEA Level 
3 Mathematics (or equivalent). MATH 151 
can be used as a preparation for MATH 160

Open for Interest Only enrolment, with 
Head of Department permission

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 1000-1150 (weeks three  
 to five and seven)
 Tue: 1000-1150 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Wed, Thu: 1000-1150
Tutorials Wed, Thu: 1300-1450

Lecturer
To be advised.

Course Co-ordinator
Dr Florian Beyer

Prescribed textbook
None  

Assessment
Written assignments (×5) and computer 
tests (×3) 35% 
Final examination (2 hours) 65% 

MATH 160 Mathematics 1
Mathematics and Statistics
18 points

This course consists of half algebra and half 
calculus, and is the main entry point to 
100-level mathematics. The course provides 
the basis for progression to MATH 170 and 
then to 200-level mathematics as well as 
an adequate background to support other 
subjects.

Prerequisite
None

Restrictions
FINQ 102, QUAN 102 

Students taking MATH 160 in Summer 
School and wanting also to take a second 
paper are strongly advised to discuss this 
with their Adviser of Studies.

Open for Interest Only enrolment, with 
Head of Department permission

Time commitment 
Lectures Mon: 1000-1050 and   
 1400-1450 (weeks two to five  
 and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1000-1050 and  
 1400-1450
Tutorials Mon: 1100-1150 and   
 1500-1550 (weeks two to five  
 and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1100-1150 and  
 1500-1550 

Students may attend as many of the eight 
tutorials per week as they wish.

Lecturers
To be advised.

Course Co-ordinator
Dr Jörg Hennig

Prescribed textbook
Calculus by James Stewart (Truncated 
edition, available from Uniprint), Cengage 
Learning.

Students planning on taking MATH 170 
should consider getting the full Calculus, 
metric edition.

Note that Algebra Outline Notes are 
available from Uniprint and for download 
from the resources page. 

Assessment
Marked assignments (×10) 16.7%  
 (if they help)
Computer Skills Tests  
 (×5 each in Algebra and Calculus)  
 33.3%
Final examination (3 hours) 67.7%  
 (or 50%, if assignments help)

Terms requirement
To pass Terms a student must gain at least 
5/10 in each of the first four Skills Tests

MFCO 242 Special Topic: Studying 
Selfies: Celebrity Surveillance and 
Cyberspace
Media, Film and Communication 
18 points 

This paper explores the idea of the ‘selfie’ as 
a popular cultural phenomena, as a digital 
process and as a space for communication 
and cultural expression.  Through this 
paper you will learn to think critically 
about selfies as a discourse, as a cultural 
practice, as techno-socially enabled and 
as a rich space for communication and 
critique. You will also take many selfies. 

Prerequisite
54 points or Head of Department 
permission

Restrictions
None

Open for Interest Only enrolment, with 
Head of Department permission

Time commitment
Lectures Tue: 1000-1200
Seminars Thu: 1000-1200
Workshop Thu: 1300-1550

Lecturer
To be advised.

Course Co-ordinator
Associate Professor Catherine Fowler

Prescribed textbook
None

Assessment
Participation in discussions/seminar tasks  
 20%
Four written assignments (10% each) 40%
Image production task 40%
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MUSI 260 Special Topic: Pop Vocal 
Performance and Recording
Music
18 points

This course addresses both technical 
and pragmatic issues relating to vocal 
performance in live and recording studio 
contexts. Through a series of lectures and 
practical workshops, students will develop 
an understanding of the accumulative 
processes required by commercial vocal 
demands. 

Lectures cover vocal health, technique 
and performance, also vocal staging, 
gesture, improvisation and imitation. The 
workshops involve students recording their 
voice in a number of commercial contexts 
that align to lecture content.

Students will develop a sense of critical 
self-evaluation and the ability to adhere to 
producers’ instructions in the recording 
environment. Through the acquired 
understanding of vocal disciplines and 
knowledge of various recording contexts 
it is expected that students will be able 
to perform at a higher standard upon 
completion of this paper.

Prerequisite
18 points at 100 level* 

Note: Entry will be subject to an audition 
unless any Department of Music vocal 
performance paper has previously been 
passed. If an applicant has not undertaken 
previous university study, an audition for 
entry to the paper may be granted with Head 
of Department permission. 

Restrictions
None

Time commitment 
Lectures/ Tues, Thu: 1300-1550
Workshops

Lecturers
Mr David Harrison and Arlie McCormick

Course Co-ordinator
Associate Professor Rob Burns

Prescribed textbook
None

Assessment
Recording Assessment #1 20%
Recording Assessment #2 20%
Recording Assessment #3 20%
Recording Assessment #4 20%
Recording Assessment #5 20%

PACI 103 Pacific Languages: Samoan*
Te Tumu
18 points

This paper is an introduction to 
conversational Samoan language in 
the New Zealand context. It draws on 
an integrated approach to the skills of 
language acquisition, focusing on practical 
survival skills. Students will be expected 
to communicate with their classmates and 
their instructor in Samoan as much as 
possible.

Prerequisite
None

Restrictions
None

Open for Interest Only enrolment with 
Head of Department permission

Time commitment
Lectures Mon-Fri: 1000-1150 
Tutorial Thu: 1300-1350 

Lecturer
To be advised.

Course Co-ordinator
Dr Michelle Schaaf 

Prescribed textbook
Hunkin, G.A. Gagana Samoa: A Samoan 
Language Book (any edition)

Assessment
Tutorial tests (6 × 10%) 60%
Final examination (2 hours)  40% 

*Pending approval at time of printing. 
For current status see otago.ac.nz/
summerschool

PHIL 234 Contemporary Metaethics 
Philosophy 
18 points

Do moral facts exist? What would they be 
like if they did? What does it mean to say 
that a moral claim is true? What is the link 
between moral judgement and motivation? 
Can we know whether something is right 
and wrong? Is morality a fiction? In this 
paper you will explore these questions 
through an introduction to the main themes 
and issues in 20th century and contemporary 
analytic metaethics – the philosophical study 
of moral thought and talk. 

Contemporary metaethics concentrates 
in particular on the semantics of moral 
language, moral metaphysics, moral 
epistemology and issues in moral 
psychology. Topics include: the open-
question argument; emotivism; error 
theory; moral realism and naturalism; 
moral realism and non-naturalism; 
quasi-realism; moral relativism; moral 
psychology; moral epistemology; moral 
fictionalism. The paper deals with 
fundamental questions and will be taught 
in such a way that it will also serve as an 
introduction to philosophy for students 
with little or no prior knowledge or 
experience of the subject. 

Prerequisite
18 PHIL points, 72 points, or Head of 
Department approval 

Restriction
PHIL 315

Open for Interest Only enrolment with 
Head of Department permission

Time commitment
Lectures Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu:  
 1400-1550 

Lecturer
Dr Hannah Clark-Younger

Course Co-ordinator
To be advised.

Prescribed textbook
Andrew Fisher Metaethics: An Introduction 
(Routledge 2011).
Also useful: Andrew Fisher and Simon 
Kirchin Arguing About Metaethics 
(Routledge 2006).

Assessment
Essays (2500 words) × 2 (20% each) 40%
Final examination (3 hours) 60%
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PHSI 191 Biological Physics
Physics
18 points

Foundations of physics for the health 
sciences, including mechanics, properties 
of fluids and solids, thermodynamics and 
DC circuits, and radiation and health.

This course is intended for students who 
have passed their laboratory component 
in the 2016 first semester PHSI 191 course 
but failed the course overall with a total 
mark of at least 30%. This course will be 
similar to PHSI 191 although there will be 
no laboratory component, and it will have 
significantly more tutorial-style contact. 
The laboratory component of a student’s 
internal assessment in the 2016 first 
semester course will be carried over to the 
Summer School course. 

Prerequisites
Students should have passed at least five out 
of the six laboratories in PHSI 191 in 2016, 
but failed overall in the course with a total 
final mark of at least 30%. Students who 
have not met this requirement may seek 
special permission to enter.

Restrictions
PHSI 110, 131

Not available for Interest Only enrolment

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 1300-1450 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1300-1450
Terms Test Wed: 1200-1250, or 1300-1350  
 or 1400-1450 (week five)

Lecturers
Kirsten Franklin and Paul Muir

Course Co-ordinators
Professor Pat Langhorne, Dr Terrence Scott

Prescribed textbook
Franklin, K., et al., Introduction to Biological 
Physics for the Health and Life Sciences. 
Department of Physics, Wiley, 2010.

Assessment
Mid School test 18%
Homework assignments (6 × 1%)  6%
Lab grade carried over from   
first semester 2016 6%
Final Examination 70%

POLS 301 Power and Liberty
Politics
18 points

This paper examines the contested nature 
of the concepts of liberty and power, and 
the different ways that power shapes and 
constrains our liberty. Are we freer the 
less we are constrained by the power of the 
state? Or does freedom involve more than 
being left alone to do whatever we wish? 
Can laws be a source of liberation? Is the 
will to power a cause for celebration, or 
the curse of modern existence? Is modern 
surveillance empowering, or is it the latest 
method forcing us to conform? In exploring 
these questions we draw on a variety of 
thinkers in the history of modern political 
thought from Machiavelli to Foucault.

Prerequisites
18 200-level POLS points or one of CHTH 
231, GEND 201, GEND 208, PHIL 221, 
PHIL 227, PHIL 228, PHIL 234, PSYC 204 

Restrictions
None

Time commitment
Lectures Tue, Fri: 1100-1150
Tutorials Tue, Fri: 1300-1450

Lecturers
Mr Sam McChesney

Course Co-ordinator
Associate Professor Vicki A. Spencer

Prescribed textbook
None

Assessment 
1500 word essay comprising a close  
textual analysis              30%
3000 word research essay             60%
Tutorial participation                10%

POLS 317 Media and International Crises
Politics
18 points

Why do the media report some international 
crises and not others? And why do they 
report them the way they do? Do the 
media provide a distorted picture of wars, 
terrorism, protest and environmental 
disasters?

This paper offers an analysis of how 
the media report international crises, 
specifically the role the media has played in 
coverage of war, terrorism, protest, health 
and environmental disasters. 

Prerequisite
18 × 200-level POLS points

Restrictions
None

Open for Interest Only enrolment, with 
Head of Department permission

Time commitment
Lectures Tue: 1000-1050
 Wed, Thu: 1000-1150

Lecturer and Course Co-ordinator
Dr Chris Rudd

Prescribed textbook
None

Assessment
Research essay of 2500-3000 words  40% 
Research project of 3500-4000 words  60%
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RELS 207/324 The Religion of Islam 
(Taught on campus and by distance)
Theology and Religious Studies 
18 points

In this paper you will study an examination 
of Muslim religious thought and practice, 
including the Shi’ite and Sufi traditions, 
with an analysis of the current debates 
regarding the Muslim identity among 
revivalists, conservatives and modernists. 

This paper provides an introduction to the 
many dimensions of Muslim religious life, 
its historical origins as well as it present-
day manifestations, its beliefs as well as its 
practices. With over a billion adherents and 
a geographical spread that stretches from 
Mali to Indonesia, from Birmingham to 
Dunedin, from the streets of Lahore to the 
hallowed halls of al-Azhar in Cairo – the 
oldest university in the world – the religion 
of Islam today is a complex and many-
splendoured thing. Understanding Islam’s 
historical richness allows one to appreciate 
its many manifestations today and the ways 
in which modern Muslim religious identity 
remains under negotiation. 

Prerequisites
36 points 

Restrictions:
RELS 324, RELX 207, RELX 324

Time commitment
Lectures Tue, Thu: 1000-1150

Lecturer and Co-ordinator
Dr Majid Daneshgar

Prescribed textbook
Andrew Rippin, Muslims: Their Religious 
Beliefs and Practices (4th edition. London: 
Routledge, 2012). 

Assessment 
Essay (500 words) 25%
Essay (2000 words) 25%
Final examination 50%

RELS 214/306 New Religious Movements 
(Taught on campus and by distance)
Theology and Religion
18 points

A study of new religious movements 
(NRMs) in the modern world with a 
particular focus on the history, membership 
and main features of various religious 
organisations. Movements studied will 
include Rastafarianism, ISKCON, (the 
Hare Krishnas), Qi Gong Fever, the Black 
Muslims, Marian Apparitional Movements, 
and UFO cults. In addition to exploring the 
origins and basic beliefs and practices of 
these movements, we will consider some of 
the theoretical discussions encountered in 
the study of New Religious Movements. 

The first part of the paper looks at the 
definitions of NRMs, ‘alternative religions’, 
‘cults’, ‘sects’. We will also be looking at the 
role of charismatic leaders in the creation 
of NRMs. In studying a selection of NRMs 
within their historical and cultural context, 
we will try to answer a series of specific 
questions: Who joins NRMs? Why? Do 
NRMs engage in brainwashing, or is the 
merely an unfounded accusation from their 
opponents? Why do some NRMs become 
violent? What is the relationship between 
NRMs and healing, NRMs and politics, 
NRMs and gender? In the final part of the 
paper we will look at the links between 
NRMs and millenarianism, or the End 
Times. We will use a variety of resources for 
this class (movies, books, academic journals, 
popular news media and the Internet), 
including resources from groups themselves 
and will explore different approaches to the 
subject taken in religious studies, sociology, 
history and media studies.

Prerequisite
36 points or the approval of the Head of the 
Department

Restrictions
RELS 214: RELS 306, RELX 214, RELX 306

RELS 306: RELS 214, RELX 214, RELX 306

Note: May not be credited together with 
RELS 231 passed in 2007

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 1200-1250 (weeks two to  
 five and seven) 
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1200-1250

Lecturer and Course Co-ordinator
Dr Elizabeth Guthrie-Higbee 

Prescribed textbook
None

Assessment
1 × 2,500-word essay  30%
5 online tutorial contributions  20% 
2 hour examination 50%

SCOM 209 Communicating Science:  
An Introduction
The Centre for Science Communication, 
Department of Zoology
18 points

Learn how to communicate science to 
a non-specialist audience from writing 
a biography to making a film. Science 
is an integral part of society, so how do 
we communicate it to a non-specialist 
audience? In this paper we cover the basics 
of science communication, both theory 
and practice. We’ll introduce you to the 
theory of how and why we communicate 
science before turning to some practical 
know-how. Working with the University’s 
Centre for Science Communication (one of 
the largest such graduate teaching centres 
in the world) we’ll cover a range of practical 
skills from creative non-fiction writing to 
podcasting, culminating in you making 
your own short film.    

Prerequisite
36 100-level Sciences points or 108 points

Restrictions
None

Not available for for Interest Only 
enrolment 

Time commitment 
Lectures Tue: 1400-1550 (weeks two  
 to five)
 Thu: 1400-1550 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
Workshops Tue: 1400-1550 (week six)
 Wed: 1400-1550 (weeks four  
 to five)
 Thu: 1400-1550 (week six)

Lecturers
Dr Fabien Medvecky, Ross Johnston and 
Steve Ting

Course Co-ordinator
Dr Fabien Medvecky

Prescribed textbook
None

Assessment
Presenting science (in-class presentation)  
 20%
Biography of scientist (written work) 30%
Natural History/Science Film (short film)  
 50%
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SPAN 131 Introductory Spanish 1   
Languages and Cultures
18 points

Are you interested in learning to speak, 
read, write and understand basic Spanish 
while also learning about Hispanic culture? 
With over 400 million native speakers 
worldwide Spanish is truly a world 
language and the ability to communicate 
in a second language will distinguish you 
from other graduates. For this beginners’ 
course all you need is your interest, 
enthusiasm, and energy; we can do the rest.

The paper is an integrated approach to the 
skills of language acquisition and includes 
basic materials on the cultural heritage 
of the Spanish people. Being an intensive 
course, it will cover all the material 
normally taught in one semester. The level 
of fluency obtained at the end of six weeks 
is expected to be the same level or higher 
than one obtained during one semester (13 
weeks) of study of the Spanish Language.

Prerequisites
None

Restriction
SPAN 101, SPAN 132 or any other more 
advanced Spanish language paper

Suitable for students with no prior 
knowledge of Spanish language.

Note: This paper is for beginners only 
and is not available to students who have 
passed NCEA Level 2 or 3 (or equivalent) in 
Spanish.

Open for Interest Only enrolment – 
lectures and tutorials (with Head of 
Department permission)

Time commitment
Seminars Mon: 0900-1050 and 1300-1350  
 (weeks two to five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 0900-1050 and  
 1300-1350 

Instructor
Mr Francisco Javier Araya

Course Co-ordinator
Dr Tiffany Trotman

Prescribed textbooks   
Exploraciones. Second Edition. Mary Ann 
Blitt /Margarita Casas. (w/ iLrn access 
code) – available through the University 
Book Shop. This book contains an access 
code that is required to complete weekly 
homework.

Assessment
Tests (5 × 8%) 40%
Homework (due weekly on Sunday by 
midnight) 15% 
Oral examinations (2 × 7.5%) 15%
Final examination (2 hours)  30%

STAT 110 Statistical Methods    
Mathematics and Statistics
18 points

This course covers descriptive statistics, 
probability distributions, estimation, 
hypothesis testing, regression, analysis of 
variance, experimental design, sampling 
and design principles.

The program R will be used throughout the 
course.

This paper will provide a head start for 
students wishing to advance in statistics as 
well as those requiring only the statistical 
background represented by STAT 110 to 
proceed in their own disciplines.

Prerequisite
None

Restrictions
STAT 115, QUAN 101, BSNS 102

Open for Interest Only enrolment, with 
Head of Department permission

Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 1000-1150 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Tue, Wed, Thu: 1000-1150
Tutorials Mon, Wed, Fri: 1200-1250   
 (week two)
 Tue: 1200-1250 (weeks two to  
 four and six) and Thu:   
 1200-1250 (week two and   
 weeks four-seven) or 
 Tues: 1300-1350 (weeks two to  
 four and six) and Thu:   
 1300-1350 (week two and   
 weeks four-seven) or
 Tues: 1400-1450 (weeks two to  
 four and six) and Thu:   
 1400-1450 (week two and   
 weeks four-seven) 
Terms Test Tue: 1300-1450 (weeks five and  
 seven)
 Thu: 1300-1450 (week three)

Lecturer
To be advised.

Course Co-ordinator
Professor Richard Barker 

Prescribed textbook
None

Assessment
Online assignment and mastery tests 33%
Final examination (3 hours) 67%

Grades achieved in the online assignment 
and mastery tests will count towards the 
final grade only if this is to the student’s 
advantage.

THEA 151 Improvisation   
Theatre Studies
18 points

This is a performance-based paper with 
an emphasis on enhancing creativity and 
spontaneity which makes it a foundation 
paper for the Theatre Studies major. The 
skills it provides are also applicable in a 
much wider sphere, both at University and 
in the job market. Improvisation will help 
to develop your confidence, presentation, 
effective listening and communication 
skills, and your ability to work as part 
of a team. Through a series of practical 
workshops, the course will introduce basic 
concepts and principles of improvisation 
including spontaneity, narrative skills, 
status and effective communication. The 
paper assumes no prior knowledge of 
improvisation.

Prerequisites
None

Restrictions
None

Open for Interest Only enrolment – 
lectures and tutorials (with Head of 
Department or Head of Programme 
approval)

Time commitment 
Workshops Tue, Thu: 1000-1250 

Lecturer
Ms Bobbi Block

Course Co-ordinator
Hilary Halba

Prescribed textbooks 
None

Assessment
Impro tests (1 × 20%, 1 × 30%) 50%
Performance commentaries (2 × 10%) 20%
Reflective report 30%
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TOUR 101 Introduction to Tourism 
(Distance)
Tourism
18 points

An introduction to the global principles 
that structure tourism, the nature and 
operation of the tourist industry and the 
impact, development and management 
issues that arise from tourism.

Topics include: tourism, globalisation 
and mobility; international and New 
Zealand trends; motivations and desires 
to travel; the role of international 
organisations and government in tourism; 
tourism as an international business; 
economic, technological, social, cultural, 
environmental and political dimensions; 
tourism and security issues; tourism and 
global environmental change.

Prerequisites
None

Restriction
TOUX 101

Time commitment
6 hours per week independent reading
10 hours per week on module material
2 to 4 hours per week on Discussion Board 
using Blackboard
25 hours on each assessed report

Note: This is a distance course run through 
Blackboard. Students must have access to 
a computer and must contact the lecturer/
course co-ordinator in the first week of the 
course so that communication paths can be 
initiated. This is crucial to the successful 
completion of the paper.

Lecturer
To be advised.

Course Co-ordinator
Dr Sebastian Filep

Recommended textbooks
Weaver, D. & Lawton, L. (2009), Tourism 
Management (Edition 4). Wiley: Milton, 
Australia. 
Collier, A. (2011) Principles of Tourism: 
A New Zealand Perspective (Edition 8). 
Pearson Education: Auckland. 
Recommended for more advanced readings 
on tourism and contemporary mobility: 
Cornelissen, S. (2005), The Global Tourism 
System, Ashgate, Aldershot. Hall, C.M. 
(2004) Tourism: Rethinking the Social 
Science of Mobility. Pearson: Harlow, UK.

Assessment
Essay 30%
Short answer questions 20%
Discussion board  10%
Final examination (via Blackboard, open 
book) 40%

TOUR 102 Global Tourism (Distance)
Tourism
18 points

The major issues in the world as it is 
differentiated on a global regional basis are 
studied through integrated illustrative case 
studies. Topics include: analysis of tourism 
within the major world regions, including 
Asia, the Pacific, Europe, the Americas and 
Africa; the impact of social and economic 
globalisation on world tourism; destination 
imagery and marketing of the local in the 
global context; the role of international 
governmental and non-governmental 
organisations within the global and 
local tourism industry; the influence of 
political stability and instability on world 
tourism; catering to diversity at the local 
level in the global tourism market; the 
interrelation between economic, social 
and environmental state policies and 
conditions and global tourism patterns; 
issues of health, safety, human rights and 
colonialism within the context of modern 
global tourism; the position of tourism, 
nationally, regionally and globally, within 
the global sustainable development debate; 
beyond the global.

Prerequisites
None

Restriction
TOUX 102

Time commitment 
6 hours per week independent reading 
10 hours per week on module material 
2 to 4 hours per week on Discussion Board 
using Blackboard 
25 hours on essay preparation

Note: This is a distance course run through 
Blackboard. Students must have access to 
a computer and must contact the lecturer/
course co-ordinator in the first week of the 
course so that communication paths can be 
initiated. This is crucial to the successful 
completion of the paper. 

Lecturer 
To be advised.

Course Co-ordinator
Associate Professor Neil Carr

Prescribed textbook 
None

Assessment 
6 weekly essays and peer responses 100%

TOUR 214 Introduction to Wine Business
Tourism 
18 points

This course is an introduction to the 
business of wine. It explores the complex 
value chain that delivers wine from 
vineyard to consumer. As such it provides 
an introduction to everything from 
viticulture and winemaking, to the role of 
intermediaries, wine retail (off-licence) and 
the hospitality sector (on-licence). Students 
are also introduced to the role of wine (and 
wine tourism) in regional development. 

The wine industry and wine tourism are 
becoming increasingly significant aspects 
of the New Zealand economy. This course 
provides students with an overview of the 
broad and diverse nature of wine business 
with an emphasis on how wine and tourism 
intersect. It utilises examples from New 
Zealand and around the world to give 
you an appreciation of some of the key 
academic and business concepts behind the 
wine industry.

A core component of the course is the 
gaining of skills and knowledge in wine 
appreciation. Workshops are dedicated 
to the acquisition of wine-tasting skills and 
to gaining knowledge of a wide range of 
wines and aspects of wine marketing from 
around the world. 

A non-compulsory field trip to Central 
Otago also gives students direct exposure 
to winemaking operations and cellar door 
management. This paper is ideal for those 
wishing to enter the wine industry, those 
looking to develop their wine knowledge 
to use in the business environment, those 
wishing to learn more about the marketing 
and sales of symbolic consumer goods or 
those with an interest in wine. It is suited 
to current students and those who wish to 
return to study.

Prerequisite
Any 108 points 

Restrictions
None

Enrolments for this paper are limited and 
require departmental permission. 

Note: Due to the need to plan wine tasting 
sessions in advance and high student 
interest, students who are accepted for this 
paper but subsequently need to withdraw 
should advise the Department of Tourism 
in writing at least 10 days before the 
commencement of Summer School.
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Time commitment
Lectures Mon: 0900-1050 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Tue: 0900-1050
Workshops Mon: 1600-1750 (weeks two to  
 five and seven)
 Tue: 1600-1750

Lecturer and Course Co-ordinator
Dr Tara Duncan 

Recommended textbooks 
Hall C. M., and Mitchell, R.D (2008) Wine 
Marketing: A Practical Guide. Butterworth 
Heinemann, Oxford.
Charters, S., Wine and Society: The Social 
and Cultural Context of a Drink, Elsevier, 
Amsterdam/Boston, 2006.

Assessment
Essay 20%
Project 40%
Wine examination  20%
Final examination (open book) 20%
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